ACCESSORIES

CHARGING CRADLE FOR DURASCAN 600/700 SERIES BARCODE
SCANNERS
~25 Words

The charging cradle provides easy storage of the 7/700 series of scanners, while recharging scanners on
a multi-angle mounting bracket, or attached to a wall.

~50 Words

The charging cradle is designed to recharge and provide easy storage of the 7/700 series of scanners. In
between scanning sessions, scanners can charge on the cradle with a multi-angle mounting bracket, or
attached to a wall. The cradle features a floating contact charge system for simple set up.

~100 Words

The charging cradle is designed to recharge and provide easy storage of the 7/700 series of scanners.
When not in use or in between scanning sessions, scanners can charge on the cradle, set up in multiple
ways. A multi-angle mounting bracket sets the cradle in different positions on a flat surface, or attaches
to a wall for optimal comfort. The cradle features a floating contact charge system – simply set the
scanner in the cradle to charge. An easy to view power LED indicates the cradle is ready for charging.

CHARGING DOCK FOR 600/700 SERIES PRODUCTS
~25 Words

The Charging Dock for Socket Mobile’s 600/700 series provides a home to charge your scanner/reader
and remains serviceable at the same time.
~50 Words

The Charging Dock for Socket Mobile’s 600/700 series provides a home to charge your scanner/reader
and remain serviceable at the same time. The ugly wire is eliminated with the charging dock. It
incorporates small magnets to align the charging dock and the scanner/reader, firmly securing to the
Charging dock for a ready to go mode.
~100 Words

The Charging Dock charges 600/700 series Socket Mobile products. Charge your scanner/reader and
remain serviceable at the same time. Providing a method to use the Auto Scan feature with 2D barcode
scanners or the RFID reader, the dock is ideal for scanning/reading from mobile devices. In addition, the
ingenious design incorporates small magnets to align the charging dock and the scanner/reader, helping
firmly secure to the Charging Dock. As a dock, the charging dock is stylish, eliminating ugly wires from
site. As a charger, the dock is reliable and versatile.

CHARGING MOUNT FOR 600/700 SERIES PRODUCTS
~100 Words

Designed for placement flexibility to maximize convenience, this versatile Charging Mount was designed
for the Series 7 & 700 Series barcode scanners with the purpose of positioning in a variety of convenient
locations. It incorporates a small magnet built into the top of the mounting arch, making contact with
the magnet housed on the bottom of the scanners, helping to firmly secure the scanner to the Charging
Mount for stable charging, wherever you choose to install the mount.

CHARGING STAND WITH SECURITY FEATURE FOR 600/700 SERIES
PRODUCTS
~25 Words

The Charging Stand is designed for flexible use with protective features. Charge and scan at the same
time while maintaining a secure holding place for the scanner with a security cable.
~50 Words

The Socket Mobile Charging Stand is designed for flexible use with protective features to safeguard your
scanner. With the auto scan feature, charge the scanner and scan items at the same time. The stand’s
short and sturdy stature provides a secure holding place with an attached security cable, preventing the
device from being misplaced.
~100 Words

The Socket Mobile Charging Stand is designed for flexible use with protective features to safeguard your
barcode scanner. With the auto scan feature, the barcode scanner can charge on the stand while
remaining serviceable and stationary, simultaneously scanning barcodes without anyone pressing a
button. The stand’s structure is designed with safety functions – a short and sturdy stand with magnets
clinging to the barcode scanner and a weighted base for a secure holding place. The addition of the
attachable security cable prevents the device from being misplaced.

SECURITY BASE FOR CHARGING DOCK FOR 600/700 SERIES
PRODUCTS

~25 Words

The Charging Dock with Security Base charges 600/700 series Socket Mobile products, providing a
secure place to hold the scanner. Use Auto Scan with 2D barcode scanners or the RFID reader.
~50 Words

The Charging Dock with Security Base charges 600/700 series Socket Mobile products while providing a
secure place to hold the scanner. Charge your scanner/reader and remain operational using Auto Scan
with 2D barcode scanners or the RFID reader. The Security Base keeps the Charging Dock stable, while
the attached cable prevents the device from being misplaced.
~100 Words

The Charging Dock with Security Base charges 600/700 series Socket Mobile products while providing a
secure place to hold the scanner. Charge your scanner/reader and remain operational at the same time.
Providing a method to use the Auto Scan feature with 2D barcode scanners or the RFID reader, the dock
is ideal for scanning/reading from mobile devices. The Security Base keeps the Charging Dock stable in
one spot, while the attached cable prevents the device from being misplaced. In addition, the design
incorporates small magnets to align the charging dock and the scanner/reader, helping firmly secure to
the Charging Dock.

SCANNER & PHONE HOLDER FOR 600/700/800 SERIES SCANNERS
~25 Words

Attach your phone and scanner together for a one-handed barcode reading solution. Simply attach and
detach to switch from a dual scanning device to a singular scanner.
~50 Words

Utilize one-handed scanning by carrying your scanner or reader connected to your mobile device. Easily
switch from a one-handed, dual connection to a single-device roaming option, carrying just the scanner.
Simply click and snap in place to switch from both scanner and mobile to just carrying one device.
~100 Words

For improved mobility and productivity, utilize one-handed scanning by carrying your scanner or reader
connected to your mobile device with the Scan and Phone Holder. Scan and monitor simultaneously
with ease. When you are done with the attached mobile device, easily switch from a one-handed, dual
connection to a single-device roaming option. Simply unsnap and unwrap to carry just the scanner. The
Scanner and Phone Holder provides flexibility in options, providing both dual and single-device carrying
options while you work. No wires, just a one-handed, mobile scanning solution.

FLEXGUARD FOR SOCKETSCAN 700 SERIES SCANNERS
~25 Words

FlexGuard provides the SocketScan 700 Series barcode scanners extra protection from dirt, drops and
bumps. The durable sleeve resists tears, cracking, stretching and remains lightweight and washable.
~50 Words

Protect your SocketScan 700 Series scanner with FlexGuard – a custom molded sleeve for the S700,
S730, S740 and S760 scanners. It provides extra protection against the dirt, drops and bumps of daily
use. Its high-quality silicone is washable and strong enough to resist tears, cracking and over-stretching.
It is lightweight and comfortable to hold.
~100 Words

Protect your SocketScan 700 Series scanner with FlexGuard – a custom molded sleeve for the S700,
S730, S740 and S760 scanners. It provides extra protection against dirt, drops and bumps of daily usage.
Its high-quality, washable silicon is strong enough to resist tears, cracking and over-stretching. It is
lightweight and comfortable to hold. Plug in the charging cable and attach a lanyard without removing
FlexGuard.

FLEXGUARD FOR SOCKETSCAN 800 SERIES SCANNERS
~25 Words

FlexGuard protects the 800 Series barcode scanners against drops and bumps. The durable sleeve resists
tears, melting, cracking, stretching, yet remains light weight and washable.
~50 Words

Protect your 800 Series scanner with FlexGuard – a custom molded sleeve for the 800 Series Scanners. It
helps protects the 800 Series barcode scanners against the inevitable drops and bumps of heavy usage.
Its durable high-quality silicone is washable and strong enough to resist tears, cracking and overstretching. It remains light weight and comfortable to hold.
~100 Words

Protect your 800 Series scanner with FlexGuard – a custom molded sleeve for the 800 Series Scanners. It
protects the 800 Series barcode scanners against the inevitable drops and bumps of heavy usage. Its
durable, high-quality, washable silicon is strong enough to resist tears, cracking, over-stretching, and has
excellent resistance to extreme temperature. It remains light weight and comfortable to hold with a
smooth, velvety feel. Maintain full functionality with easy access to the scan button and power button.
Plug in the charging cable and attach a lanyard without removing FlexGuard. For convenience, the
sleeve is easily removed and fitted on the 800 Series scanners.

KLIP FOR DURASCAN 800 SERIES AND SOCKETSCAN 800 SERIES
FLEXGUARD
~100 Words

Socket Mobile’s Klip is compatible with the DuraScan 800 Series and SocketScan 800 Series with
FlexGuard. Simply attach with the provided adhesive to stick on any device case, turning your smart
device into a one-handed, portable scanning solution. Secure your attachable scanner, knowing that
your scanning device is ready whenever you are.

KLIP & FLEXGUARD FOR 800 SERIES SCANNERS
~100 Words

Socket Mobile’s Klip and FlexGuard combination create a durable and versatile attachable scanning
solution. While the FlexGuard provides added protection as a rubberized glove, the Klip maintains the
attachable feature, allowing the 800 Series to turn any smart device into a one-handed, portable
scanning solution.

CHARGING ADAPTER FOR DURASLED
~100 Words

As a small, attachable, one-handed, and overall convenient barcode scanner, the DuraCase requires an
equally convenient means of charging. The DuraCase Charging Adapter is easy to plug in and charge.
Just plug in, snap in place, and wait for your barcode scanner with device to charge. You will be back on
the job with your trusty DuraCase in no time.

CHARGING DOCK FOR DURASLED
~100 Words

Connect your DuraCase to the charging dock to simultaneously charge your scanner and mobile device
as one. The exterior docking contacts are specifically engineered for securely docking and charging both
devices in the DuraCase . Durably designed, the docking station withstands repeated docking and
undocking. Embedded magnets guide the DuraCase and hold the docking station in place.

6 BAY CHARGER FOR DURASLED
~100 Words

A business is rarely run with just one employee. With multiple workers scanning barcodes, a business is
bound to have multiple barcode scanners and DuraCase s on hand that need charging. Why charge one
DuraCase and mobile device at a time? Charge up to six separate DuraCase s – 800 Series scanners and
mobile devices – at the same time for the ultimate convenience.

VEHICLE CHARGING DOCK FOR DURASLED
~25 Words

The Vehicle Charging Dock is a mounted charger for the DuraCase that provides users the freedom to
charge their scanner and phone while on the go.
~50 Words

The Vehicle Charging Dock is a mounted charger for the DuraCase that provides users the freedom to
charge their scanner and phone while on the go. Ideal for workers who are in and out of automobiles
and need a secure and reliable holder to keep their phone and scanner charged.
~100 Words

The Vehicle Charging Dock is a mounted charger for the DuraCase that provides users the freedom to
charge their scanner and phone while on the go. Ideal for workers who are in and out of automobiles
and need a secure, reliable holder to keep their phone and scanner charged. Essential for mobile work
flow, mount the DuraCase onto the spring-loaded dock to transform both phone and scanner into an
operation-ready device.
Compatible with all of Socket Mobile’s Dura Cases, which support a range of Apple and Samsung phones
and devices.

HOLSTER WITH ROTATING BELT CLIP FOR DURASLED
~25 Words

Maximize hands-free capability with Socket Mobile’s scanner/reader Holster – a conveniently secure
resting place for your scanner or reader while you move from one job to the next.
~50 Words

Maximize your hands-free capability with Socket Mobile’s scanner/reader holster – a convenient and
secure resting place for your scanner or reader while you move from one job to the next. When your
hands are busy rustling up other tasks, your device remains waiting to be drawn whenever you’re ready,
safe on your belt, pocket, vest, etc.
~100 Words

Maximize your hands-free capability with Socket Mobile’s scanner/reader holster – a convenient and
secure resting place for the Series 7, 600 and 700 Series scanners and reader. While you move from one

job to the next, your device remains safely tucked away in-wait. With a rotating belt clip and cover,
you’re equipped for maximum mobility while remaining confident that your device will not fall during
movement. When your hands are busy rustling up other tasks, your scanner/reader remains waiting to
be drawn whenever you’re ready, safe on your belt, pocket, vest, jacket, etc.

